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The Qur’an 

• The Qur’an is the heart of Islam. 

• If its claims can be substantiated, then 

Islam is true and all opposing religious 

claims are false. 

• It is of utmost importance for anyone who 

rejects Islam to understand what Muslims 

claim about the Qur’an and to examine 

the evidence as we would ask others to 

do with Christianity and the Bible.  



A Divine Miracle 

• The Qur’an is seen as the ultimate divine 

miracle, in addition to divine revelation. 

• Muhammad claimed the Qur’an to be his 

only miracle (2:23). 

• They believe that no one, or group of 

people could produce a book as perfect in 

language, law, wisdom and truth. 

• Many evidences are given for the divine 

origin of the Qur’an. 

 

 



Proved From… 

• …it’s unique literary style. 

• …Muhammad’s illiteracy 

• …the perfect preservation of the Qur’an 

• …the prophecies in the Qur’an 

• …the unity of the Qur’an 

• …the scientific accuracy of the Qur’an 

• …the mathematical structure of the Qur’an 

• …changed lives 

 

 

 



Unique Literary Style 

• It is claimed that the Qur’an, “is 

wonderfully arranged and marvelously 

composed, and so exalted in its literary 

elegance as to be beyond what any mere 

creature could attain.” 

• But eloquence is highly questionable as a 

test for divine inspiration. 

• At best it might prove that Muhammad 

was an extremely gifted writer.  



Unique Literary Style 

• There have been many gifted writers and 

composers (Shakespeare, Mozart) but 

that does not prove divine origin. 

• The Qur’an is not unrivaled in literature. 

• Arabic scholars say it is not superior to the 

Mu’allaqat, Magamat or Hariri. 

• Many admit secretly, and a few openly 

that the Qur’an possesses numerous 

grammatical irregularities. 



Unique Literary Style 

• The Iranian Shi’ite scholar Ali Sashi says, 

“more than one hundred Quaranic 

aberrations from the normal rules and 

structure of Arabic have been noted.” 

• Muslim scholar Ebrahim on-Nassam says 

that the arrangement and syntax of the 

Quran are not miraculous and that works 

of equal or greater value could be sited.  



Unique Literary Style 

• Even if the Qur’an were the most eloquent 

book in Arabic, this would hardly prove it 

has divine authority. 

• The same could be said for the most 

eloquent book in Greek or Latin or ??? 

• There is no logical connection between 

literary eloquence and divine authority. 

• And the Qur’an is not agreed to be the 

most eloquent even if that is true. 



Muhammad’s Illiteracy 

• Muslims contend that it has to be of divine 

origin since Muhammad was illiterate. 

• But many question his illiteracy. 

• The Qur’an says he was unlettered (7:157), 

but this may be translated ‘heathen’ or 

‘gentile’ showing that he was not Jewish. 

• There is evidence that Muhammad may 

have been completely literate.  



Muhammad’s Illiteracy 

• When the Treaty of Hudaibad was signed, 

tradition said he took the pen from Ali, 

struck out the words “the apostle of God” 

and wrote “son of Abdu’llah”. 

• Tradition also says on his deathbed he 

asked for pen and ink to write out a 

command to appoint his successor. 

• Merchants of the time were universally 

able to read and write to conduct business. 



Muhammad’s Illiteracy 

• Even if it was granted that Muhammad 

was illiterate, it does not follow logically 

that the Qur’an was dictated by God. 

• There are other logical possibilities. 

• He was a story teller like all Arabs of the 

time and a scribe could have been used. 

• He might have gotten the information from 

a supernatural power but not God. 



Perfect Preservation 

• Does perfect preservation of the Qur’an 

prove divine inspiration? Critics argue NO 

• First, there are serious overstatements as 

to the preservation of the Qur’an. 

• While the current “common” version is a 

close copy of the 7th century Uthmanic 

version, it is not exactly the way it came 

from Muhammad. 

 



Perfect Preservation 

• We saw last week the transmission from 

oral, to scraps of paper, to at least two 

separate versions by the scribe Zayd. 

• We know that before the second Zayd 

version, many other versions existed. 

• Even today, not all Muslims accept one 

and the same version of the Qur’an. 

• The Sunnite Muslims accept a Qur’an that 

has 150 variations in the 2nd sura alone.  

 

 

 

 



Perfect Preservation 

• The differences are not just a matter of 

dialect but involve a whole clauses or even 

missing sentences. 

• Tradition reveals things that are missing in 

the Qur’an that should be there.  

• One example is stoning for adultery was replaced with 

one hundred stripes (24:2) – “The woman and the 

man guilty of adultery or fornication,- flog each of 

them with a hundred stripes: Let not compassion 

move you in their case, in a matter prescribed by 

Allah, if ye believe in Allah and the Last Day: and let a 

party of the Believers witness their punishment.” 



Perfect Preservation 

• The so-called Satanic Verses illustrate 

other changes made in the original. 

• Shi’ite Muslims claim that Caliph Uthman 

intentionally eliminated many verses from 

the Qur’an that spoke of Ali. 

• But even if the Qur’an is a perfect word for 

word version of what Muhammad said, it 

does not prove it was from God.   

 

 

 

 



Prophecies in the Qur’an 

• Does the Qur’an contain predictive 

prophecies that prove its divine origin? 

• Few outside Islam believe that is true. 

• The so-called supernatural predictions are 

not supernatural at all. All military leaders 

predict victory and some say it is from God. 

• The only substantive prediction was about 

the Roman victory over the Persian army at 

Issus (30:2-4). 

 

 

 

 



Prophecies in the Qur’an 

• “The Roman Empire has been defeated, in 

a land close by; but they, (even) after (this) 

defeat of theirs, will soon be victorious 

within a few years. With Allah is the 

Decision, in the past and in the Future: on 

that Day shall the Believers rejoice.” 

• According to Ali, “a few years” means 3 to 

9 years. But the later victory happened 13-

14 years later. 

 

 

 

 



Prophecies in the Qur’an 

• The prophecy is less than spectacular 

since it is not long-ranged nor unusual. 

• One could easily have expected the 

Roman army to bounce back. 

• The only other possible prophecy worth 

mentioning in found in 89:2 where the 

phrase “By the Nights twice five” is taken to 

be a prediction of 10 years of persecution 

early Muslims experienced. 

•   

 

 

 

 



Prophecies in the Qur’an 

• But the great Islamic scholar Abdullad 

Yusuf Ali, admitted that it probably should 

be understood as the first ten nights of Zul-

Haji, the sacred season of Pilgrimage. 

• The lack of specific prophecy and unsure 

wording makes the Qur’an pale in 

comparison to the hundreds of predictions 

in the Bible.  

 

 

 

 



Unity in the Qur’an 

• Muslims insist that the Qur’an must be 

divine revelation because it is self-

consistent and non contradictory. 

• Even if this is true it would not show it to be 

from God. Most novels meet this standard. 

• But there are lots of questions about the so 

called unity of the Qur’an. 

• The most blatant examples are the earlier 

prophecies contradicted in later one.  

 

 

 

 



Unity in the Qur’an 

• Last week we talked about this concept of 

abrogation taught in 2:106  

• “None of Our revelations do We abrogate or cause to 

be forgotten, but We substitute something better or 

similar: Knowest thou not that Allah Hath power over 

all things?” 

• The Qur’an claims that “no change there 

can be in the Words of God” (10:64), yet the 

Qur’an teaches this above doctrine of 

abrogation. That is inconsistent. 

 

 

 

 



Unity in the Qur’an 

• If the original revelation was divine, how 

can the new one be more divine or correct. 

• The Qur’an claims humans are responsible 

for their own choices (18:29), yet also 

claims that God has sealed the fate of all in 

advance (17:13 and 10:99-100). 

• The bottom line is that unity does not prove 

divine authorship, and the Qur’an  fails in 

its test of unity. 

 

 

 

 

 



Scientific Accuracy 

• This argument has gained popularity in 

recent years due to a book named “The 

Bible, The Qur’an and Science.” 

• This book claims Christianity holds back 

the progress of science and the Qur’an 

promotes science. 

• But historically, it was Christianity that was 

the mother of modern science. 

 

 

 

 

 



Scientific Accuracy 

• The founders of almost every area of 

modern science were men working from a 

Christian worldview (Copernius, Kepler, 

Kelvin, Newton, Pascal, Boyle, etc). 

• Muslim armies destroyed libraries and 

centers of knowledge in every era.  

• No significant scientific discovery has been 

made in the Islamic world for centuries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scientific Accuracy 

• There are great questions as to the science 

of the Qur’an. 

• It says that human beings are formed from 

a clot of blood (23:14). 

• It speaks of one traveling west “till, when 

he reached the setting-place of the sun, he 

found it seeing in a muddy spring.” (18:86) 

• It is no more accurate than any human 

writing of the time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Amazing Mathematical Structure 

• One popular proof for the Qur’an’s divine 

origin is its alleged mathematical miracle 

based on the number 19. 

• This is not an accepted apologetic method. 

• Others have claimed such for the Hebrew 

scriptures, the Bible, and others. 

• If you look for a pattern you will find it. 

• Figures don’t lie, but liars figure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Amazing Mathematical Structure 

• Even if the odds are astronomic against the 

Qur’an having all these combinations of the 

number 19, it proves nothing more than 

that there is a mathematical order the 

language of the Qur’an. 

• The same kind of argument using just the 

number 7 could be used to prove the 

inspiration of the Bible.  

• But really it proves nothing.  

 

 

 

 

 



Changed Lives 

• Many Muslims point to the transformation 

of lives and culture by the Qur’an as proof 

of it’s divine origin. 

• Christians, Buddhists, Mormons, Sikhs, 

Scientology and others say the same. But 

that does not make them all true. 

• When one fervently believes something to 

be true they live by it. And living for 

something can change ones life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Changed Lives 

• Any set of ideas fervently believed and 

applied will transform believers and their 

culture. But this does not prove that God 

inspired all their Holy Writings. 

• Islam grew based on the rewards and 

punishments one would receive. And 

removing warring factions and creating 

unity did bring peace. 

• But so too did the Roman Empire, et. al. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Changed Lives 

• Anis Shorrosh summarizes several 

reasons why Islam spread so quickly: 

1. It glorified the Arabic people 

2. It provided an incentive to conquer and plunder 

3. It used their ability to fight in the desert 

4. It provided a heavenly reward for dying 

5. It adopted many pre-Islamic practices 

• Even with some positive improvements, 

there is no reason to ascribe the spread of 

Islam to anything but natural causes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Changed Lives 

• Finally, if one is going to press the 

argument from changed lives, defenders 

of Christianity offer one that would seen to 

be equally strong. 

• This does not mean we don’t share our 

changed life story, but we need to have 

more reasons for our faith than just our 

personal story. 

• Truth is true because it is true.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Rapid Spread of Islam 

• We touched on this in the last section. 

• It is a highly disputed test for truth that is 

not widely accepted or very convincing. 

• It is a double-edged sword as the book of 

Acts shows the rapid spread of 

Christianity. 

• The early Christian church grew without 

the aid of a sword, unlike Islam.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Rapid Spread of Islam 

• The rapid growth of Islam can be 

explained in purely nature means.  

• The rapid growth of Christianity has a 

better claim as it grew in persecution. 

• But even after something succeeds, we 

don’t know if it is true or not. Just that it 

grew. 

• Many other factors other than divine 

protection can be involved. 

 

 

 

 



Summary 

• The Qur’an claims to be the Word of God, 

but it does not prove to be true. 

• There are no supporting credentials. 

• None of the arguments are compelling. 

• Each contains fallacy. 

• But one could still believe it to be so. 

• The question to ask a reasonable person 

is, does the evidence lean that way or not. 

 

 

 

 


